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1. Address and phone number of the division the WO was created for based on the DCLU 

2. To is also referred to as Attention, these users will be notified during all steps of the WO process 

3. The DCLU stands for Division-Community-Lot-Unit, it is how we identify lots on all of our paperwork, it is also the lot the WO was created on 

4. Community Name and Code, these will be used during the auto bill pay process 

5. Project Manager assigned to the lot, their email is also listed if you need to get in contact with them 

6. Product is the set/version of the house the WO was created on 

7. Address of the DCLU 

8. Due Date for the Work to be completed, this date is adjustable if the status is OPEN 

9. Item can also be referred to as scope, what exactly was done is captured here 

10. Ph Act is the Phase Activity that work is to be billed to, please be sure to pick a phase/activity that fits the scope of your work 

11. Reason Code is field that we can report off of to drive improvement, please be sure to see the Reason Code Guide 

12. Since you are able to add multiple items, the Work Order Total captures the total billable amount for the Work Order 

13. Comments should be the detail behind the need for the WO, this should be 1-2 sentences that spells out why something needed to be done 

Example of WO Headers

 

 

 

14. Work Order title, this is usually the vendor name and the WO # 

15. The full WO#, this number is unique and can never be used twice 

16. For WOs that were regenerated, the PDF will reference the Original WO#, this will also be noted in the history 

17. Show who created the WO, as well as data and time 

18. Completed WOs will show the NVR user who performed the action as well as the date and time it happened 

19. When a WO is exported to a PDF it is timestamped, this is also referred to as the print date 

20. Rejected WOs also have a NVR user listed as well as Date and time stamp, the history will give the rejection reason if given 

21. Cancelled WOs also have a NVR user listed and Date and Time stamp 

*WOs without a Complete Date should NEVER be processed, if received they should be returned to the vendor along with the invoice 


